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Performance,
Precision,
Partnership...

“HPC plc...committed to
engineering excellence”
One Company - two businesses, dedicated to providing
technically advanced solutions for the most challenging
engineering demands.
Trusted to deliver excellence, and always looking to
extend this reputation, HPC combines a 50 year heritage
with a belief in the future of British manufacturing.

“One Company - two high-performance
engineering businesses”

“A unique combination of
the best engineers and
continual investment
in technology, capability
and infrastructure”

HPC Precision Engineering and HPC Compressed Air Systems,

The experienced skills and passion of HPC’s

two of the most respected names in British manufacturing.

people has been literally handed down

Both sharing a reputation as complete design and engineering

through generations. This skill and passion

service providers to world-renowned manufacturing customers.

becomes a formidable force when

“World-class integrated project
management, quality and
manufacturing functions”
Operational excellence is achieved through continuous
improvement in all areas. HPC is proud of its best-in-class
reputation in each of its chosen engineering specialisms outsourced precision production, and the design of the
most efficient and reliable compressed air systems.

harnessed to a commitment to invest
in the latest advanced technologies.

“Our quality culture
defines every level
of our organisation”
HPC’s quality management system provides
a set of processes which ensure consistency
and improvement in working practices,
which, in turn, enhance the performance
and reliability of our products and services.

“Our customers trust
us with their most
critical production
challenges”
Customers from all sectors of industry with ultra high precision

Where decades ago precision

machining requirements look to HPC to turn a design concept

engineers were required to hold

into a cost effective, full volume production reality.

tolerances to thousandths of an inch,
HPC’s blue-chip customers now
require microns. Maintaining these
tolerances in volume production,
while guaranteeing quality, delivery
and cost effectiveness, can only be
achieved by highly skilled engineers
working within a total quality
environment with the latest in
machine-tool technologies.

“We do not describe
ourselves as a machinist,
or as a sub-contractor,
as these fail to reflect
our unique ability to
undertake the total
management of our
customers’ most
complex projects”
HPC’s project management begins at the
design concept and encompasses every
stage from the selection and management
of the most appropriate foundry source,
through treatments and assembly, to
the ultimate supply of quality assured,
value-for-money components to a
production line anywhere in the world.

Compressed Air - the fourth utility - a clean, reliable source of power which
is critical to the production processes of all manufacturing businesses.
A leader in the UK market for 50 years, HPC’s ‘yellow-box’ compressed
air systems can be found throughout British industry, from workshops
and garages to factories and power stations.

“In partnership with Kaeser
Kompressoren GmbH we
provide our customers
with the most reliable
and efficient Compressed
Air Systems”
The partnership with Kaeser of Germany is at
the heart of HPC’s business. HPC Precision
Engineering is trusted to supply Kaeser with high
precision air-end components and for 30 years,
HPC has supplied Kaeser compressors to the
UK’s most respected manufacturing companies.

“The spirit of the Kaeser
partnership continues
with our authorised
distributors and in all our
customer relationships”
The unrivalled knowledge and professionalism
of HPC’s distributors provide installation
and aftermarket services which enhance
the performance and reliability of HPC’s
Compressed Air Systems.
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